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1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change poses a major threat to the reliability of water resources systems worldwide.
Over the past few decades, researchers have developed numerous approaches to understand,
prepare for, and mitigate potential climate change impacts. One common approach is to use
predictions from Global Circulation Models (GCMs) to drive simulation and optimization models
of water resources systems in order to identify potential future impacts. This so-called top-down
approach, however, is limited by the ability of GCM models to simulate the full range of
potential climate scenarios. Due to their complexity and long runtimes, most GCMs are only able
to generate simulations for relatively few of these potential scenarios.
An alternative method, known as the Climate Stress Test, takes the opposite, or bottom-up,
approach by using a weather generator to create synthetic climate timeseries covering the full
range of potential scenarios and conditions (Brown and Wilby, 2012; Steinschneider and Brown,
2013). This set of synthetic timeseries can then be used to drive simulation and optimization
models in order to identify potential system vulnerabilities. Through this process, researchers
and managers can identify thresholds at which changes in climate would cause systems to fail or
no longer meet acceptable performance targets. GCM model output can then be used to inform
the likelihood of these potential future conditions and whether potential vulnerabilities should
be addressed to prepare for climate change.
The climate stress test thus requires the generation of stochastic weather data across a wide
range of potential climate changes (primarily changes in precipitation and air temperature). The
development of weather generator algorithms has a long history and continues to be an active
area of research (Wilks and Wilby, 1999; Steinschneider and Brown, 2013; Mehrotra et al.,
2015). There are two general types of weather generators: parametric and non-parametric.
Parametric weather generators sample values from statistical distributions fitted to historical
data in order to re-create the statistical properties of the historical timeseries. In contrast, nonparametric generators sample directly from the historical record, which often improves their
ability to preserve covariance structures between locations and different weather variables (e.g.
the correlation between precipitation and temperature).
Although numerous weather generators have been presented in the literature, few of these are
readily available in the form of a software package. As a result, most researchers and
practitioners are forced to re-implement the algorithms described in publications and reports,
which are often exceedingly complex and lack sufficient details to translate the algorithms into
compute code. To facilitate the use of weather generators in support of the climate stress test
methodology, there need to be more accessible interfaces and software packages available for
generating synthetic weather data.
Over the past few years, the world wide web has evolved into a powerful software platform.
Environmental software is increasingly being developed for the web due to the enhanced
support for collaboration, easier software maintenance, and greater accessibility compared with

traditional desktop software (Buytaert et al., 2012). Web applications, in general, have made
great progress recently in being able to handle complex business logic, support powerful and
flexible user interfaces, and provide access to centralized databases for multiple users.
The goal of this project is to develop an interactive and easy-to-use web-based software
application for generating synthetic weather data that can be used to perform a climate stress
test. As part of this process, a software library was developed for running the weather
generator, which is also designed to be used independently from the web application. Finally, in
addition to the weather generator interface and software library, the web application includes a
graphical user interface for creating and configuring simulation and optimization models in
order to demonstrate the future direction of this web application.
In the next section of this report, the weathergen R package is presented, which is an
implementation of the weather generator algorithm developed by Steinshneider and Brown
(2014) for the R programming language. The third section of the report describes the
development of a web application called the Climate Stress Tool (CST) that provides a graphical
user interface for configuring and running the weather generator, retrieving the resulting
simulated climate data, and demonstrating a user interface for developing interactive simulation
or optimization models that can then be coupled to the weather generator results. The last
section provides some conclusions from this work and discusses areas for future research.

2. R PACKAGE
Stochastic weather generators tend to have complicated algorithms with many different pieces.
In order to ensure the utility and reliability of these algorithms, it is useful to create software
libraries that contain organized, well-documented functions that can be re-used in different
projects and by different users.
The first goal of this project was thus to create a software library of the stochastic weather
generator developed by Steinschneider and Brown (2013) for the R programming language (R
Core Team, 2015). R was chosen due to its open source nature, its rising popularity among
researchers and practitioners, and the abundance and quality of both its internal statistical
algorithms and the broad ecosystem of external packages developed by the R community.
The result of this effort is the weathergen R package. An R package is a bundled set of code that
can be easily shared with other R users, and ensures that the code is well-organized and welldocumented. R packages also contain short documents called vignettes that serve as user
manuals and contain examples and explanations of how to properly use the package. Vignettes
thus allow new users to quickly see how the package should be used and how it works.
The source code, installation instructions, documentation, and vignettes for the weathergen
package are available online at:
http://walkerjeffd.github.io/weathergen

Appendix A provides a copy of the Introduction to the weathergen Package vignette which is
included in the weathergen package and describes the underlying algorithm in detail as well as
how to run the weather generator within R.

2.1.

ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

This section provides a brief overview of the weather generator based on the algorithm
developed by Steinschneider and Brown (2013). At a high level, the weather generator
algorithm involves the following steps:
1. Fit an AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA) model to the annual precipitation
timeseries from the historical weather data
2. Using the ARMA model, generate a simulated timeseries of annual precipitation
3. For each simulated year, use a k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to extract a subsample of the daily precipitation values among the historical years with total
precipitation similar to that of the current simulated annual precipitation
4. From the daily precipitation values sampled in step 3, fit a Markov Chain model
describing the transition probabilities between dry, wet and extremely wet conditions
5. For each day in the simulated year, perform a Monte Carlo simulation of the Markov
Chain model to assign a weather condition to the current day (dry, wet, extremely wet)
6. Based on the simulated weather condition of the current day, use KNN to sample a date
with the same weather condition from the historical daily values
7. Repeat steps 5-6 for each day in the current simulation year
8. Repeat steps 3-7 for each simulation year
9. Apply adjustment factors to the final simulated timeseries to represent alternative
climate scenarios (e.g. increase or decrease precipitation mean and variability, length of
dry and wet spells, and mean temperature)
More details can be found in the original publication and Appendix A, which provides a step-bystep walk-through of the algorithm using the weathergen R Package.
Although this weather generator is primarily based the work of Steinschneider and Brown
(2013), there is one important difference related to step 1 and the simulation of annual
precipitation. The weathergen package fits the historical data to an ARMA model while
Steinschneider and Brown (2013) present a wavelet-based model for simulating annual
precipitation that preserves long-term, low-frequency patterns in the historical record.
However, the wavelet model requires significant customization in order to be properly applied
to any given dataset. A number of parameters must be determined and set by the user through
an iterative process, which would make it difficult for most users to understand and use
correctly. Therefore, a simpler approach based on an ARMA model that preserves first order
auto-correlation was used instead as this approach is more robust for automated simulation,
and, in most cases, is sufficient for characterizing long-term patterns in annual precipitation.
Future research could include developing a more robust wavelet-based approach based on that
presented by Steinschneider and Brown (2013).

2.2.

PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

The weathergen package was developed based on the original R script written by S.
Steinschneider. The original R script was de-constructed and re-written as a set of small, welldocumented functions. This process, known as refactoring, greatly improves the ability to read,
understand, and properly document the code. Converting this script into an R package will
greatly facility future research by allowing developers to add more configuration options,
alternative algorithms, and new features. The package also makes it much easier to apply the
weather generator to different datasets and to use in different projects as the original script was
customized to one specific dataset.
The primary function in the weathergen package is called wgen_daily(). This function provides a
high-level interface for performing a daily weather generator simulation. In other words, users
can perform a complete simulation through a single call to this function as opposed to running a
long series of functions and statements as is common with regular R scripts.
The wgen_daily() function takes a set of arguments that include the historical weather data,
parameters defining the length and starting date of the simulation, parameters controlling the
algorithm behavior, and a set of adjustment factors that impost climate scenarios. Details about
this function and its parameters are provided in the Introduction to the weathergen Package
vignette (Appendix A). The following code block shows an example call to this function in R.
sim <- wgen_daily(historical_data, # historical weather timeseries
# no. of simulation years, and start month/water year
n_year=2,
start_month=10,
start_water_year=2000,
# algorithm parameters
n_knn_annual=100,
dry_wet_threshold=0.3,
wet_extreme_quantile_threshold=0.8,
adjust_annual_precip=TRUE,
annual_precip_adjust_limits=c(0.9, 1.1),
# adjustment factors for imposing climate scenarios
dry_spell_changes=1,
wet_spell_changes=1,
prcp_mean_changes=1,
prcp_cv_changes=1,
temp_mean_changes=0)

The function returns an object containing information about the simulation such as the fitted
ARMA and Markov Chain models, as well as the simulated output timeseries. Figure 1 shows an
example of a 2-year simulation using historical weather data for Boston, MA.

Figure 1: Example Output of wgen_daily() for 2-year Simulation

More details on this function and its arguments, the underlying algorithm, and how to the
package should be used can be found in package vignette (Appendix A).

3. CLIMATE STRESS TOOL WEB APPLICATION
A web application called the Climate Stress Tool (CST) was developed to provide an accessible
user interface for using the weather generator. Although the weathergen R package provides
the code needed to run the interface, it requires knowledge and experience with R and
programming in general. By making a web-based graphical user interface for running the R code,
the weather generator is accessible to a much larger set of users and can thus be more easily
utilized for climate change vulnerability assessments.
CST was developed using modern web development techniques and frameworks in order to
provide an interactive user experience. The general approach was to use a client-side
application, which is written in HTML and JavaScript and runs within the user’s web browser, to
create the user interface, and have the server store historical datasets and perform the
simulations in R. By using this approach, the interface can be more responsive and interactive
than by using traditional web development techniques where the interface would be managed
on the server and thus subject to significant time lags as updates are sent between the client

and the server. This modern client-side approach to web development is becoming increasingly
popular and facilitates a user experience that is not possible with the older server-side approach
(Walker and Chapra, 2014).
Traditionally, a user would enter a URL into their web browser, a request would be sent to the
server, and the server would return a static HTML file for the requested web page. When the
user interacts with the interface, such as clicks on a button or navigates to a new page, then a
new request is sent to the server, which would update interface and return a new HTML page
that would be loaded into the browser. In short, every update to the interface requires a roundtrip between the client and the server, followed by a complete refresh of the page in the
browser. This approach suffers a number of drawbacks in terms of usability and scalability,
which can be addressed through use of client-side web applications coupled with a new
approach to client-server communication (Walker and Chapra, 2014).
Over the past few years, a new approach to client-server communication has emerged called a
REST (REpresentational State Transfer) Application Programming Interface (API). With a REST
API, the server sends the initial application code (HTML and JavaScript) to the user’s web
browser upon the initial request (i.e. initial visit to the application URL). Once the application has
been loaded into the browser, all communication between the server and the client involves the
exchange of raw data as opposed to static HTML pages. For example, the user can request a
historical dataset that is stored in a database on the server, and the server will simply send the
raw data to the client. The client application receives the data, stores it in the user’s web
browser, and constructs a timeseries chart itself. In contrast, by using the traditional serverbased application approach, the server instead would have generated the timeseries chart and
sent that chart to the client as a static image (e.g. a JPEG file). But by using a REST API to transfer
raw data between the client and the server, the interface is much more flexible and interactive
as all visualization and processing is done within the user’s web browser.
The following section describes the general application architecture followed by a walk-through
of the user interface and descriptions of the various features and components provided by the
CST web application. The source code for the CST application is available at:
https://github.com/walkerjeffd/climate-stress-tool

3.1.

APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

The application architecture is comprised of four primary components (Figure 2):
1. Client application: user interface that runs in the user’s web browser
2. Server application: communicates with the client application through a REST API and
provides access to the server-side database and job queue
3. Database: stores historical weather data on the server
4. Job Queue: performs simulations on the server by running R code

Figure 2: CST Application Architecture

3.1.1. CLIENT APPLICATION
The client application was developed using a number of open source web development libraries.
The core of the application is built on the AngularJS1 web framework, which is an open source
JavaScript library primarily developed by Google. AngularJS provides features for creating and
managing user interface components and underlying logic in a well-organized fashion. Maps are
created using the Open Layers2 library and timeseries charts are created using the D33 data
visualization library. The visual elements of the interface (shown in the following section) are
created and styled using the AdminLTE4 HTML and CSS framework, which provides a dashboardthemed interface. Together, these libraries and frameworks greatly facilitate development of
the application using modern web development techniques.

3.1.2. SERVER APPLICATION
The server application was developed using Node.js5 and the express6 web framework. The
purposes of the server application are to 1) provide the client application code (HTML and
JavaScript) to the user on the initial visit to the application URL, and 2) provide an interface
(REST API) between the client application and the other two server components (Database, Job
Queue).

3.1.3. DATABASE
1
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The server-side database stores a historical weather dataset based on the Gridded Observed
Meteorological Data, 1949-2010 dataset by Maurer et al. (2002). This dataset contains
continuous daily timeseries of precipitation, air temperature and wind speed on a 1/8 degree
grid from 1949-2010. For the purpose of this project, only grid points within the northeast US
were loaded into the database due to data storage limitations.
The database was developed using PostgreSQL7, which is an open source relational database.
PostgreSQL was chosen not only for its maturity and reliability, but also because it is capable of
storing and querying geospatial data through the PostGIS8 extension. This geospatial
functionality is used to extract historical data associated with a user-specified location. An SQL
query first identifies the grid point in the dataset that is nearest to the latitude/longitude of the
user-specified location, and then extracts the corresponding timeseries, which is returned to the
client.

3.1.4. JOB QUEUE
The final component of the CST application is a job queue, which runs the weather generator
simulations in response to user requests. Because R cannot be run in a web browser, all
simulations must be performed on the server. However, these simulations can also take a
substantial length of time and thus cannot be run immediately in response to each request or
the server would become unresponsive to any user while a simulation is in progress. A common
solution for processing long-running tasks is a job queue where the user submits a request for a
simulation, the server adds this request to the queue, and a separate “worker” application runs
the simulation independent of the server web application. When the simulation is complete, the
client is notified and the user can retrieve the results.
The job queue was built using Redis9, which is a simple key-value database, and the kue.js10 job
queue library for Node.js. The server uses kue to connect to Redis, post new simulation jobs,
and retrieve the results of each job to return to the client. A separate worker application also
uses kue to listen for new tasks, and in response run the R code to perform the simulation and
return the results.

3.2.

APPLICATION WALKTHROUGH

This section provides a walkthrough of the application showing screenshots of each component
and explaining how the user would interact with the application.

3.2.1. HOMEPAGE

7
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Figure 3 shows the initial welcome screen for the application. The sidebar on the left allows the
user to navigate through the application. The welcome screen provides a description of CST and
a “quick start” tutorial for how to perform a weather generator simulation.

Figure 3: CST Homepage

3.2.2. HISTORICAL DATA
In order to run the weather generator, the user must first provide a historical weather dataset.
The application provides two options for loading historical data:
1. Retrieve data from the server-side database by using an interactive map. With this
method, the server will return historical weather data from the database containing the
dataset by Maurer et al. (2002).
2. Upload a text file containing the weather data timeseries.
Figure 4 shows the interface for retrieving historical data through the map-based interface. The
map shows watershed boundaries and allows the user to pan and zoom over an underlying
basemap. To specify a location for fetching the weather data, the user can either click on the
map or enter the latitude and longitude of a specific location (such as the location of their
reservoir). The user then clicks Fetch Data button, which sends a request to the server to
retrieve the data for the specified location. The server submits an SQL query to the database,
which identifies the grid point closest to the user-specified location and returns the
corresponding timeseries, which is sent back to the client.

Figure 4: Map Interface for Retrieving Historical Weather Data

In addition to specifying a location on a map and extracting the historical dataset from the
server, the user can alternatively upload a file containing historical weather timeseries. Figure 5
shows a simple form for uploading a historical weather dataset as a text file in Comma
Separated Value (CSV) format. The file must contain a specific set of column headers (DATE,
PRCP, TEMP, TMIN, TMAX, WIND), and dates must be in “YYYY-MM-DD” format. Null values are
not permitted. After selecting the file from their local computer, the user clicks the Load button
and the file is loaded into the application. Note that no data are sent to the server as the data
are loaded and stored within the user’s web browser by the client application.

Figure 5: Upload Form for Loading Historical Weather Data from a Text File

After retrieving historical data through the map interface or by uploading a text file, the user can
view this dataset on the View Historical Weather Data page to ensure it was properly loaded
(Figure 6). This page simply shows a timeseries of each weather variable (Precipitation,
Minimum/Maximum Temperature, Wind Speed). The user can switch between the variables on
the plot by clicking the respective buttons.

Figure 6: Interface for Viewing Historical Weather Data

3.2.3. WEATHER GENERATOR
After loading and reviewing the historical weather data, the user can perform a simulation using
the weather generator. The weather generator interface has two modes:
1. Single Run: the user specifies a single set of parameter values, and the weather
generator performs a single simulation
2. Batch Run: the user specifies a range of parameter values and a number of trials, and
the weather generator performs multiple simulations returning a set of timeseries

3.2.3.1. Single Run Simulation
To perform a single simulation, the user fills out the form shown in Figure 7. The parameters are
grouped into timespan parameters (number of simulation years, start month and water year)
and adjustment factors that control changes to the weather generator algorithm. Note that
these parameters correspond to those passed to the wgen_daily() function in the weathergen R
Package (see Section 2.2). After filling out the form, the user clicks the Run button, which sends
a request to the server for a new simulation, and this request is added to the job queue.

Figure 7: Form to Configure a Single Run of the Weather Generator

After submitting a request for a simulation, the server adds this job to the job queue and
notifies the interface that the job is either queued, running, completed or failed. Figure 8 shows
the interface while the weather generator is running.

Figure 8: Simulation Job Status

After the simulation is complete, the server notifies the client and returns the output timeseries
(Figure 9). The interface then displays the results as a timeseries plot, which can be toggled
between the different weather variables. The user can also download the result as a CSV file by
clicking the Download CSV button.

Figure 9: View of Single Run Simulation Results

The downloaded CSV file can be opened in Excel or other software for further analysis or use in
other models. Figure 10 shows the structure of the CSV file for a single simulation.

Figure 10: Downloaded CSV File of Results for Single Run Simulation

3.2.3.2. Batch Run Weather Generator
In addition to performing a single simulation, the user can configure a batch simulation that will
perform multiple iterations (trials) and use multiple sets of parameters. Figure 11 shows the
batch run configuration form. Unlike the single run form, the batch run form allows the user to
specify a range of precipitation and temperature adjustment factors. For example, Figure 11
shows that the user has specified a range of precipitation factors from 0.8 to 1.2 and
temperature factors from -3 to +3. The precipitation factors will be varied in increments of 0.1
(i.e. 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2) and the temperature factors will be varied in increments of 1 (i.e. -3, 2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3). The number of trials has been set to 5 meaning for each set of parameters the
weather generator will perform 5 simulations. Therefore, in total there will be 5 x 7 x 5 = 175
timeseries returned by the weather generator.

Figure 11: Form to Configure a Batch Run of the Weather Generator

After clicking the Run button, the interface will show the state of the job request (similar to
Figure 8) and, once complete, allow the user to download the result as a compressed (ZIP) file,
which contains the individual simulated timeseries.
Within the compressed file, the results are organized by putting each simulation in a single
folder with a unique Run # (Figure 12). Each of these folders contains an output.csv file, which
has the same structure as that shown in Figure 10, as well as a file containing the simulation
parameters which can vary between the runs.

Figure 12: Folder Structure of Batch Run Results

The batch run results also include a summary table that lists the Run # and the associated
parameter values (Figure 13). With this file, the user can identify the parameter values
associated with each run folder.

Figure 13: Batch Run Summary Table

3.2.4. MODELING INTERFACE
The final component of the CST application is an interactive modeling interface to demonstrate
the potential for integrating simulation or optimization models in the application. This interface
can be easily adapted and configured for different types of models depending on the user
requirements. Note that the current version of the application does not include a model, and
thus the interface is meant only for demonstration purposes.
Figure 14 shows the model configuration interface, which provides a drag-and-drop canvas for
creating a network of system components including reservoirs, demands and inflows. In this
example, there are two reservoirs (A and B), each connected to an inflow node, and a demand
node withdrawing water from Reservoir B. The user can add more reservoirs, inflows or
demands by clicking the + Add button on the right panel, which also lists each model
component. The boxes can be rearranged and links created between boxes by clicking-anddragging.

Figure 14: Simulation Modeling Interface

Each of the model components can be configured by clicking on the boxes or the name of the
component on the right-hand side bar. Figures 15-17 show examples of configuration options
for the demonstration purposes. These forms can be easily expanded to include other

properties for each component type depending on the requirements of the underlying model.
For the purpose of demonstration on one property is shown for each component. Note that the
demand nodes allow the user to specify monthly demands through an interactive table.

Figure 15: Reservoir Configuration Form

Figure 16: Inflow Configuration Form

Figure 17: Demand Configuration Form

The model simulation interface thus demonstrates the potential for an easy-to-use modeling
interface customized to various models. Once a model is integrated with this interface,
additional views for running the model and inspecting the results can be created.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The goal of this project was to create an accessible and easy-to-use web-based interface for
running a stochastic weather generator in order to support the climate stress test methodology.
To achieve this, we developed 1) the weathergen R package that contains well-documented and
well-organized functions for running the weather generator developed by Steinschneider and
Brown (2013), and 2) a web application called the Climate Stress Tool (CST) that provides a webbased and interactive user interface for configuring and running the weather generator.

These tools will provide researchers and practitioners with two alternative ways of running the
weather generator (either in R or through the web), thus saving time and resources that would
be required to develop their own software implementations. The web-based interface was
designed to be easy to use in order to make it accessible to a broad range of users (including
those with little or no programming experience). The modeling interface prototype
demonstrates the potential for future incorporation of systems models that can be used to
apply the weather generator results for performing a climate stress test directly within the web
application without requiring any external software or models. Finally, the results of the
weather generator are provided in a common data format that can be easily incorporated into
other analyses and models, and thus provide flexibility for users to utilize these results in their
own projects. As a result, researchers and resource managers have an accessible means of
generating synthetic weather data needed for performing a climate stress test to identify
system vulnerabilities and reliability in the face of a changing climate.
The results of this project will serve as basis for future research in a few key areas:
•
•

•

Continued development of the R package through the addition of new features, code
testing, additional configuration options, and implementation of alternative algorithms
Implementation of a water resources systems simulation or optimization model that can
be coupled to the drag-and-drop graphical user interface presented in Section 3.2.4 for
performing a climate stress test within the web application itself and without requiring
any external models or software
Incorporation of other components in the web application such as decision support
systems, interactive visualizations, and other tools useful for evaluating potential
climate change vulnerabilities
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